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Aims for this seminar 
 
1. To critically consider measurement approaches in 

youth work  
2. To try out one worker-led approach to measuring 

effectiveness  
3. To link goals, outcomes and indicators to 

measurement methods 
4. To make the discussion relevant to a range of 

practice settings 
 
 
 

 

Making youth work visible (not proving causality)  
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• Based on values 

• Works through building 
relationships with young people 

• Purposeful conversations and 
activities 

• Encourages critical thinking and 
action 

• Towards a better, fairer society 
 

 

Purpose and practice 

http://www.indefenceofyouthwork.org.uk/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2010/11/20252-Youth-stories-
report-2011_4th-1.pdf 

See also 

http://www.indefenceofyouthwork.org.uk/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2010/11/20252-Youth-stories-report-2011_4th-1.pdf
http://www.indefenceofyouthwork.org.uk/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2010/11/20252-Youth-stories-report-2011_4th-1.pdf
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Goals of youth work in Estonia 

1. Open up the  potential of creativity and development: Create 
increased opportunities for personal development. 

2. Reduce inequalities: 
a) Counter the effects of poverty on the future of young people.  

b) Ensure that young people in difficulties are not left aside. 

3. Support young people to enter the labour market. 

4. Encourage the voice of young people: Greater involvement of 
young people and increased listening to and recognition of young 
people. 
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Continuum of practice  
 

Health and well 
being 

Formal Education, 
training and 
employment 

Youth Justice Sport and 
Recreation 

youth work 

 
Youth work sits on the boundary of related provision 
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Why the need for measurement? 

The Age of RESULTS and ACCOUNTABILITY 

Key question: What difference are we making? 
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How do we 
know that what 
we did 
contributed to 
the results? 

Central questions for youth work  

Outcomes 
What are the 
results and 
changes? Has 
anybody 
benefited?  

Evidence 

What leads to 
these results and 
changes? 

Practice 

Measurement is about distance travelled or levels of attainment  
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Approaches to measuring effectiveness 

•Bespoke software 
systems 

•Off the shelf systems 

•Better Evaluation 
• Formative and 

summative 
• Internal and external 

• From Soft Outcomes to 
Hard Data Report (USA) 

•A Framework of 
Outcomes for Young 
People -Young 
Foundation Study (UK) 
 

•Results Based 
Accountability 

•Evidence based 
programmes 

Frameworks Tools and 
scales  

Data 
systems 

Evaluation 
and 

research 

Quality Standards 
•  Irish NQSF 
•  Beacon Schools (USA)  

Management  
•  European Framework 
for Quality Management 
 

Approaches to measurement 

http://betterevaluation.org/
http://forumfyi.org/files/Soft_Skills_Hard_Data.pdf
http://forumfyi.org/files/Soft_Skills_Hard_Data.pdf
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.youngfoundation.org/publications/reports/framework-outcomes-young-people
http://www.raguide.org/
http://www.raguide.org/
http://www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/
http://www.colorado.edu/cspv/blueprints/
http://www.dcya.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?fn=%2Fdocuments%2Fyouthaffairs%2Fqualityframework.htm&mn=youb&nID=3
http://www.sfbeacon.org/Home/index.htm
http://www.efqm.org/
http://www.efqm.org/
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Measurement in the balance 

Approach Plus Minus 
Focus on outcomes Clarity of goals and results 

Assists accountability 
Narrow – ‘top down’ 
Results emergent in youth work 

Tools and scales Scientifically robust (some) Clinical - Alters relationship between 
workers and young people 

Information Systems Comprehensive and systematic 
Quantitative and qualitative 

Cumbersome and expensive 
Generates too much data 

Evaluation and research Independent view 
Credible social scientific methods 

Expensive (sometimes) 
Not worker driven 

Critical reflection No cost and developmental Self-referential 
‘Groupthink’ 

Management and 
supervision 

Link between levels 
Support for the work 

Intrusive 
No added value 

Pluses and minuses with everything 
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Different stakeholder interests and viewpoints 
 

 

 
Commissioners and Funders 

Shift from grant aid and partnership to 
market mechanisms 

Policy makers  

Interested in population level results 
and /or change in conditions  

Workers 

Value and process  rather than 
outcomes  led 

Strong faith in benefits 

Organisations 

Focus on organisational performance 

Policy compliance and key performance 
indicators 

Different interests in 
measurement 

Demand to be explicit about process and results  
 Shift from being value-led to funding oriented  

Increasing reliance on specification Increasing reliance on data and systems 
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Issues arising from the nature of youth work… 
 

 
 
 

• Inherent unpredictability 
• Experience not uniform – ‘messy’ 
• ‘Here and now’ equally important 
• Things can happen quickly or take time 
• Imposed versus bottom up agendas – only 

certain learning ‘counts’ 
• Non-formal approach compromised 
• Agency of young people paramount  
• Differential response from young people  

Measurement needs to be fit for purpose…  
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Principles of measurement 
 
• Appropriate to what needs to be measured 
• Congruent with values and processes of youth work 
• Realistic in being within the capacity of practitioners 
• Embedded within practice 
• Valued for learning as well as accountability 
• Useful in producing meaningful information 
• Proportionate in relation to (small) budget 
• Affordable within the resources available 
• Valid and reliable 
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One session in Youth Service X!!!!  

• What curriculum outcomes areas are you seeking to address (Every Child 
Matters – 5)? 

• Were the planned objectives met? 
• Describe the process 
• Quality of youth work (7 point scale) 
• Issues raised by young people? 
• Actions for next session - responsibility? 
• Attendance register (DoB/postcode/M-F/outcome achieved) 
• New client registration forms 
• Hate incident (nil return), sexual health intervention, drugs incident 

 
Learning Outcomes 
What do the young people know, understand, value or are able to do better, as a result of taking 
part in this youth work activity? 

 
 

How not to do it…  
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‘Real-time’ learning 
 
 
 

Valuable ‘real-time’ learning can be generated from complex 
interventions as part of the day to day management of the 
work by developing a results framework, tracking progress 
towards those results, and using the data to continuously 

shape, drive and improve efforts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Expanding the Evidence Universe:  Doing Better By Knowing More,"  
For Discussion at the Harold Richman Public Policy Symposium, July 2011.  
 

http://lisbethschorr.org/doc/ExpandingtheEvidenceUniverseRichmanSymposiumPaper.pdf
http://lisbethschorr.org/doc/ExpandingtheEvidenceUniverseRichmanSymposiumPaper.pdf
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One worker-led approach to measuring effectiveness 

Work 
from 
goals 

Determine 
outcomes  

Determine 
Indicators 

Engage in 
activities 

Measure 
the 

change 

WeValue Project. Indicator bank and process for moving from values to actions. 
http://www.wevalue.org/ 

http://www.wevalue.org/
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Outcomes in youth work research 
 
 

Outcomes  Examples of common individual measures  Studies  

Relationship with 
others  

Positive peer relationships; Positive relationships with adults; Pro social 
skills; Leadership skills; Decision making skills; Empowerment 

66 

Sense of self  Personal development; Self-esteem; Confidence, Self-efficacy, Identity; 
Character 

64 

Community and society  Civic engagement; Strengthen bonds to community; Partnership working; 
Develop new social interests  

36 

Health and well-being  Reduced alcohol/substance misuse; Diversion from crime; Prevention of 
risky behaviours Making healthy choices; General mental health  

36 

Values and beliefs  Future aspirations; Values; Positive diversity attitudes 30 

Formal education and 
training  

Academic achievement, Strengthen bonds to school  27 

Dickson, K, Vigurs, C.A. and Newman, M. (2012) Youth Work: A Systematic ‘Map’ of the Research 
Literature, EPPI-Centre, Social Science  Research Unit, Institute Education, University of  London. 
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Short Medium Long-Term 

Young people recognise 
the benefits of engaging 
in informal  learning, and 
spend more time in 
structured developmental 
activities 

Enhanced sense of 
capabilities regarding 
community involvement, 
education, training 
 

Learning skills acquired 
and transferred to other 
areas of life eg work, 
family life, politics 

Young men more able to 
articulate their needs and 
wants  

Enhanced political skills 
through their involvement 
in decision making in 
youth work settings and 
the wider community 

Young people friendly 
environment , and safer 
community for residents 

 Chain of outcomes - example 
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Secondary outcomes 

Outcome Area Sample outcome statements 
Education Deeper engagement with formal education and alternative routes to 

qualifications 

Relationships with 
adults 

Improved communications and relationships between young people and 
adults within communities 

Health Safer sex, reduction in alcohol and substance use 

Social conditions Increased community cohesion, improvement in local conditions and 
amenities, developing local leadership  

Economic conditions Increased self-sufficiency 

Safety Reduction in violence, vandalism, offending rates 

Service provision Increased support for homeless young people,  
Improved cooperation and coordination between local services 

Devlin, M. and Gunning, A. (2009) The Purpose and Outcomes of Youth Work Report to the 
Youth Services Interagency Group. Dublin: Irish youth Work Press 
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Outcomes and indicators 

Outcome Area Sample indicator statements 
Education Increased and deeper engagement with formal education and alternative routes to 

qualifications 

Development Youth feel that they are encouraged to explore their own ideas and/or reflect on their 
own individuality, youth feel that they are encouraged to develop their own visions and 
goals, youth become aware of how their existing knowledge skills resources and/or 
traditions can contribute to a better society 

Inclusiveness Different points of view are heard and incorporated 

Equality Youth respect the differences in others 

Participation Sense of power to affect change, improved communications and relationships between 
young people and adults within communities  

Safety and well-being Reduction in violence, vandalism, offending rates, youth feel that they are encouraged 
to reach their potential, Increased self-sufficiency 

Service provision Increased support for homeless young people,  
Improved cooperation and coordination between local services 
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Outcomes and indicators - examples  

Outcome Indicators 

Young people in the diversion 
programme less likely to offend. 

#,% Youth  who will not be charged with a 
new crime 1-6 months after successfully 
completing the program. #,% Youth who will 
not be charged with a new crime 7-12 
months after successfully completing the 
program. 

Participants better able to manage 
conflict in relationships 

 

#,% Participants demonstrate better 
knowledge of anger management in pre 
and post program surveys.  

Improved relationships and closer 
family ties 

#,% Parents indicate improved 
communication at three month follow-up. 

Well defined information which shows whether something is 
happening. 
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 Showing What the Program is to Accomplish 

Measurement methods 

Baseline and subsequent interviews with learners 

Self-completion questionnaires  

Personal journals  

Tests  

Portfolios  

Staff assessments/ reviews  

Numerical scaling to track progress  

Recorded observations   

Commercially developed tools 

Surveys 

Interviews 

Focus groups 

Document analysis 

Indirect measures 

Plays  

Videos, Arts 

Spatial and corporal surveys   

(e.g. line ups) 

Reports 
 

Evaluation 

Review Feedback 

Research 
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Example of a comprehensive tool 
 
 

http://www.outcomesstar.org.uk/ 

• Measures and supports progress 
for service users towards self-
reliance or other goals.  
 

• Versions  include homelessness, 
mental health and young people.  
 

• All versions consists of a number 
of scales based on an 
explicit model of change . 
 

• Attitudes and behaviour expected 
at each of the points on each scale 
are clearly defined, usually in 
detailed scale descriptions, 
summary ladders or a quiz format.  
  
 
 

Demonstrating Success: Handbook for Practitioners. Arad Research (working with ProMo Cymru; Dr Debbie 
Watson, University of Bristol; and Carl Emery, Manchester College) 
http://www.aradresearch.co.uk/downloads/Demonstrating_Success_Handbook_for_Practitioners_-_final.pdf) 

http://www.google.ie/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=fMnLYmTkFxrFVM&tbnid=P9oZ4tCX93sA1M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.outcomesstar.org.uk%2Fabout-the-outcomes-star%2F&ei=I6ssUuj_KKbA0QXkyYDgDg&bvm=bv.51773540,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNGhJ30V692lslsKSK9xk_xwBjCVjA&ust=1378745324878961
http://www.aradresearch.co.uk/downloads/Demonstrating_Success_Handbook_for_Practitioners_-_final.pdf
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Example of a user friendly approach to evaluation 

Contents: 
 
 

• Purpose 
• Resources 
• Questions to be answered 
• Type of evaluation 
• Methods 
• Ethical issues 
• Management 
• Responsibilities  
• Dissemination 

http://www.foroige.ie/sites/default/files/evaluation_resource_1.pdf 

http://www.foroige.ie/sites/default/files/evaluation_resource_1.pdf
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Example of a creative approach 
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Indicators and measures 

Outcome  Indicators  Possible Measures 

Education Increased and deeper engagement with formal 
education and alternative routes to qualifications 

Online Survey 

Development Youth feel that they are encouraged to develop 
their own visions and goals 

Creative method - collage 

Inclusiveness Different points of view are heard and incorporated Spatial survey 

Equality Youth respect the differences in others Observation 

Participation Sense of power to affect change Numerical scaling 

Safety and 
well-being 

Increased self-sufficiency Personal journal 

Service 
provision 

Increased support for homeless young people  Questionnaire 
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 Showing What the Program is to Accomplish 
People’s Theatre 
Germany 

Evaluating the extent to which the project 
had been successful in creating an 
environment of inclusiveness and 
nondiscrimination, and in empowering 
the youth. 

Evaluating the effectiveness of a peer 
education programme in which university 
students are trained to deliver workshops 
promoting the Earth Charter to fellow 
students.  

Evaluating the extent to which PT’s publicly 
espoused core values were enacted in the 
interpersonal behaviour of youth volunteers 
on a day-to-day basis, and in organisational 
processes such as decision-making and 
communication flow. 

 
Burford et al (2013) Field trials of a novel toolkit for evaluating ‘intangible’ values-related dimensions. 
Evaluation and Program Planning 36 (2013) 1–14 

Red Cross 
Society 
Sierra Leone 

PIMAUG 
Mexico Indicator: Participants feel that their worth and 

value has been acknowledged in the workshop 
Measure: Spatial survey (participants) 

Indicator: Workshop participants are given 
autonomy and trust to fulfil responsibilities 
Measure: Semi-structured and non-participant 
observation (workers) 

Indicator: Women feel that they are valued and 
given equal opportunities to participate in decision-
making processes 
Measure: Secret ballot 

 
Examples relating to core processes 
in youth work 
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 Showing What the Program is to Accomplish 

Reporting levels – simple structure 

•Overarching policy objectives 
•National outcome areas 
• Structural indicators 

(mechanisms, offers, and 
processes in place) 

•Population level and/or target 
groups 

National  

• Local strategies  
• Local outcomes   
• Local indicators 
•Population level and/or target 

groups   

Municipal   
Linked to level 1 

•Project plan (logic model) 
•Engages with target groups 
•Pursues outcomes 
• Fidelity to offers and processes  
•Evaluates performance 

Project  
Linked to level 2 

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 Quantitative and qualitative indicators 
Reports 
Case studies  

Aggregated Q and q indicators from level 3 
Overall report 
Reference to some level 1 case studies 

Aggregated Q and q indicators from level 2 
Overall Report 
Reference to some level 1 case studies 
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 Showing What the Program is to Accomplish 
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Situation Analysis 
 
Goals derive from 
organisational purpose  
Aim, mission, vision, values, 
ideology 
 
Situation Analysis (with young 
people) informs goals 
Populations and target groups 
Problems and causes, 
situations and issues 
Current provision: strengths, 
weaknesses, gaps  
 
Socio-economic factors inform 
objectives and affect 
outcomes 
Policy, legislation, funding, 
politics, local conditions 

 

Inputs enable outputs 
 
Staff 
Volunteers 
Funding 
Buildings 
Technology 
Partners 
 
Inputs need to link 
strategies to outputs 

Outputs are key areas of 
work that enable desired 
outcomes 
 
Who we will reach 
What we will do  
Where, when and how it 
will happen 
Targets for numbers to be 
reached 
Frequency of activities 

 

Outcomes are cumulative 
changes 
 
Short term 
Gains in knowledge, skills, 
awareness 
Changes in attitudes 
Changes in individual and group 
behaviour – social action 
 
Medium Term 
Organisational development 
Change in local situation and 
circumstances 
Change in policy, decision-
making, practice 
 
Long term 
Social change – health, 
education, civic, environment... 
 
 
 

 

Implementation 
             Resources                                             Activities 

Strategies distil and give 
focus to goals 
 
Outline of main ways to 
achieve outcomes 
 

 

 
 
 

I 
N 
D 
I 
C 
A 
T 
O 
R 
S 

  
 
 
 
   

Monitoring and Evaluation 
Collecting and interpreting information about implementation and results, and reporting findings 
These processes take external factors into account and inform analysis, planning and implementation 
Targets and Indicators that can provide signs of progress or achievement, may derive from standards and 
benchmarks 
 

 

Evidence informs all aspects of the logic model 
Taking ideas from social scientific research, literature, practice wisdom, policy and consultation processes, to inform understandings of problems, 
situations and issues, as well as ideas about work that can enable desired outcomes and ways of monitoring and evaluating the work 
 
 
  

 

Logical Chain of Connections 
Showing What the Program is to Accomplish 
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